
 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMERY 

The HyMax White Paper outlines the HyMax ecosystem, calculated to 
modernize net zero asset tokenization by providing a secure, transparent, 
trusted, scalable, and customizable platform. HyMax empowers net zero 
asset owners and NFT holders through an extensive range of services and 
offerings, underpinned by revolutionary technology and thorough 
regulatory compliance. HyMax’s native cryptocurrency, HyMax, backed by 
net zero Real World Assets (RWAs), serves as a core component, offering 
benefits and prospective possiboloties within our ecosystem. Security, 
trust, and transparency are essential, ensuring a reliable and user-friendly 
experience. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to HyMax – Where Net Zero Real-World Assets convert into 
unlimited Opportunities.  



The HyMax mission is to Tokenize the transition to net zero racing, by 

Tokenizing Hymax net zero race craft and also Tokenizing thePatent 

Pending.  Net zero HyMax Chevy race engine that powers them. 

The Hymax blockchain  provides fractional ownership of the fastest, net 

zero race craft in the world, the HyMax 200 mph APBA Unlimited 

Hydroplane, and equally important, the net zero 2,400 hp, HyMax Chevy 

race engine that powers it 

A singularly iconic brand, the Small Block Chevy (SBC) engine has the 

highest number of wins in American motorsports. Over a racing season the 

Chevy based NASCAR Media Network receives an average of 100 million 

TV views with the Chevy based INDYCAR SERIES  having 20 million TV 

viewer fans. 

The Hymax Token aims to create a community-driven ecosystem where 
holders can participate in the UN Race to Net Zero by supporting a net 
zero Hymax APBA Unlimited Hydroplane powered by a net zero HyMax 
Chevy race engine that running on gasoline and/or Hydrogen, can reduce 
carbon emissions by 50 to 95%, with a total reduction to net zero, brought 
about by the race craft’s  PV exoskeleton which provides the necessary 
carbon offset credits to achieve  the UN Global Development Goals, of a 
50% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2030 
 

Roadmap 

The HyMax Token is a high profile Race to Net Zero project that can only 

succeed, by first creating a net zero HyMax Chevy race engine supplied by 

top race engine builders utilizing only the best OEM and aftermarket  high 

performance, race engine components   , 

Phase One ;  
 
Build and Dyno certify the 1,200 hp stage 1 Hymax net zero compound, 
supercharged. Chevy L8T race engine running on gasoline, Hydrogen or 
both  
 
 
Build and Dyno certify the 1.600 hp stage 2 Hymax net zero compound, 
twin-rcharged. Chevy L8T race engine running on gasoline, Hydrogen or 
both  
 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/net-zero-emissions-sustainable-development-goals-sahil-baxi
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/net-zero-emissions-sustainable-development-goals-sahil-baxi


Build and Dyno certify  the 2,000 hp stage 3 Hymax net zero compound, 
twin-rcharged. Chevy L8T with HFC race engine running on gasoline, 
Hydrogen or both  
 
Build and Dyno certify  the 2,400 hp stage 4 Hymax net zero compound, 
twin-rcharged. Chevy L8T with HFC race engine running on gasoline, 
Hydrogen or both  
 
Phase 2 
 
Retrofit dyno tested Hymax net zero race engine into an APBA Unlimited 
Hydroplane  to establish  the top speed (under APBA time trials rules), of a 
HyMax  net zero, APBA Unlimited Hydroplane, powered by the net zero 
HyMax Chevy race engine 
  
Phase 3 
 
Promote and Market the Hymax net zero race engine to race teams and hi-
performance boat manufacturers. 
 
Phase 4 
 
Race the HyMax Net Zero APBA Unlimited Hydroplane against APBA 
Unlimited Hydroplanes that feature engines producing up t 3,000 hp  
 
A visual  “live” on board connection to the boats during a HyMax Net Zero  
APBA Unlimited Hydroplane race will play an important part in promoting 
the  HyMax Net Zero Racing Campaign 
  
 
The digital Artwork of the boat will create the crossover Sport/Art for an 
NFT 
 
 
Another extremely important aspect of the net zero project is the carbon 
offset sustainability effect. whereby 1 tonne of CO2 Offset by HyMax Net 
Zero Raing will be attached to the Token to create a carbon credit.  
 
1 tonne of CO2 Offset is 1 Carbon Credit. 
  
In addition, for every nautical mile covered by one of the HyMax race boats 
1 tonne of CO2 is absorbed by planting mangrove trees in Bali 
 
Phase 5 
 



Takes the HyMax Token community to another pinnacle of Motor Sport 
Racing. 
 
Le Mans featuring the net zero HyMax Cadi race engine. 

With respect to the demand/retail side, HyMax policy is to expand 
investment opportunities, making investment or utility in a diverse array of 
net zero assets, related to net zero racing, iwhich nclude net zero race 
engines, net zero race craft, net zero race teams, net zero race transport 
vehicles, and net zero race related art, making them more available, 
affordable, liquid, secure, and totally compliant with legal regulations. 

Community.  

Binance Smart Chain has a large, well established and active community 

of users, developers and other stakeholders who contribute to the growth 

and development of the network.  

Sustainability.  

HyMax is and always will be a pioneer in sustainable motorsport. It is 

therefore imperative that the HyMax  Token technology stack reflects these 

values. The carbon emissions attributable to a distributed ledger or other 

payment network are primarily related to greenhouse gases emitted during 

the process of generating and validating transactions on the network.  

Binance Smart Chain offers several scaling solutions that reduce the 

emissions associated with transaction validation.  

Finally, Green Manifesto has pledged that it will use carbon offsets to 

achieve a net carbon negative status well in advance of the HyMax’s 

planned launch. HyMax will be mindful of the wider ESG implications of the 

Token and all related end eavours, from the procurement of its cloud 

services to the way in which it treats its employees, workers, and wider 

stakeholders.  

Self-custody  

A central tenant of both HyMax Token and distributed ledger technologies 

is individual empowerment. By enabling users to take self-custody of their 

assets 

 HyMax. Token holders 



Shaping the HyMax  token is an BEP-20 token that has been extended 

with additional functionality that allows it to serve as the key governance 

instrument within HyMax. Token holders will have the ability to take 

decisions that shape the direction of HyMax and its related assets.  

The HyMax economy  

The HyMax Group  

Disciplined corporate governance,. The Executive Team comprises 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


